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''Iqbal Studies'' In Kashmir
The poetry of Iqbal is universal and for all humanity. Despite his

universality, Iqbal had love and close association with his motherland

Kashmir. He did not completely detach himself from the affairs and the

people of Kashmir. He showed deep concern and sorrows on the

subjection and slavery of kashmiri people in the last years of his life.

Iqbal visited Kashmir on one occasion in his life. The people of Kashmir

have close attachment, love and reverence for Iqbal. There are many

institutions on the name of Iqbal in the Occupied Kashmir. Among which

the most important institute is "Iqbal Institute of Culture and Philosophy

University of Kashmir". Under the kind supervision of institute more than

seventy thesis of M.Phil and PhD have been written. Extensive lectures

on different topics and different competitions are organized. Different

books have also been published from this institute, which are valuable

addition to 'Iqbaliat'.
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 (Iqbal Chair) 


"The University of Kashmir established an institute in his name to honour this

great  son of the soil the poet, philospher whom body claims as his own for he

belongs to all and his poetry, his concepts and his philosphy have a universal

appeal. Iqbal institute is not confined to the study of Iqbal  alone. Infact the

verstile of this genius and has multi-dimensional personality, have drawn us

into areas which were of special interest to him, thus the institute has, over the





years developed  in to an interdisceplinary centre of keen intellectural activity,

holorships and research.                                                                                     
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 The Islamic Resurgence  
  

  







  
  
  

  
  
  
  

 


  
   



  

  
 
 

  







 





 











   
   
   
   
   
   
 


 

    
   



 

  

   
   
   




 Iqbal   and    Kantian   Epistemology 

(A   study   in   comparison)








  

  Iqbal   on Education (A critical  study) 
   
    


Iqbal's     concept    of    God 

   






  



 

 


 

   
   







 


 

   


  




 


Iqbal's   message    to    youth  

  

 

   



  

 


 



   



   
 


Iqbal's  concept  of  state 

   
   
   



   



  




   
 


 

   Political Ideology of  Iqbal 
   


   
   
  Iqbal and Milton: A Comperative Study      
   







   





   



   
   



   
   
   
   
   
   
 


  

    
   
   



  




  

   
  Al-Ghazali    and          Iqbal. Their

perspective     on education



   
 


 

   
   



   
 


Concept of Time and Iqbal , A Study                         









   
  




   
   
   
   
   
  




   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   





   
   
   
  


 

    
   
  


 

   
   
   
   
  

 
  




  




   
  



 

    
   
   

  
  

  Tagore,  Sir   Aurobindo    and    I qbal      S I     Sir      Kumar  Ghose 
  Some         Aspects         of     Iqba's     Poetic Philosphy   (Dr, Alam

Khundmiri



  The     Islamic    Resurgence,    Edited by A. A Saroor 
  Iqbal       and     Indian    heritage (Dr, Chaman Lal Raina 
 - Islam            in      the     modern    world, Problems    and   prospects    (Edited

by A. A Saroor)



  Modernity   and    Iqbal . Edited by A. A. Saroor 





Islam         in      India: Since     independence, Edited by M. A

Andrabi



 - Iqbal's     Reptures    melodize     education. Prof Sayyed

Habib



  Iqbal's      multiformity,    Edited by DR, Bashir Ahmed Nehvi 
  Iqbal Idca of self, Prof Muhamamd Rafiudin 
  Iqbal         Religio-Philosphical Ideas, Campiled by: Bashir

Ahmed Nehvi



  Al-Ghazali        and      Iqbal: Their      perspective    on  education, Dr,

Tariq Masoodi
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